
Non-Erasing, Counting and Majority over the Linear TimeHierarhyArnaud DurandLACL, D�epartement Informatique,Universit�e Paris XII, 61 avenue du g�en�eral de Gaulle,94010 Cr�eteil Cedex, Franedurand�univ-paris12.frMalika MoreLLAIC, IUT D�epartement InformatiqueUniversit�e d'Auvergne, Campus des C�ezeaux,BP 86, 63172 Aubi�ere Cedex, FraneMalika.More�llai.u-lermont1.frAbstratIn this paper, we investigate several extensions of the Linear Time Hierarhy (denoted by LTH). We�rst prove that it is not neessary to erase the orale tape between two suessive orale alls, therebylifting a ommon restrition on LTH mahines. We also de�ne a natural ounting extension of LTHand show that it orresponds to a robust notion of ounting bounded arithmeti prediates. Finally, weshow that the omputational power of the majority operator is equivalent to that of the exat ountingoperator in both ontexts.1 IntrodutionThe formalization of linear time is of great signi�ane in omputational omplexity, beause of itspratial importane in algorithm design. As far as linear time on Random Aess Mahines is onerned,Grandjean's introdution of the lass NLIN has proved to be very useful both from the point of view ofits intrinsi robustness, and beause it is large enough to ontain most lassial NP -omplete problems(see [11, 12℄). The ase of Turing mahines is less agreeable to deal with, sine both deterministi andnondeterministi linear time are highly dependent on models of omputing and input enodings. This iswhy studies are being arried out into slightly larger and hopefully more robust lasses, like for instanethe lasses de�ned in [26, 14, 10, 21℄. Another interesting approah in the study of feasible omplexitylasses an be found in [5℄. The authors de�ne the so-alled \Sharply Bounded Hierarhy" (SBH, forshort) whih is a hierarhy of lasses within P using quasilinear time omputation and quanti�ation overstrings of logarithmi length. SBH appears to be very natural and has been shown to have a numberof both alternative de�nitions and omplete problems. In this paper, we are interested in a linear timeanalogue of the well-known Polynomial Time Hierarhy on Turing mahines (see [28℄), namely the LinearTime Hierarhy (see [33℄), denoted by LTH. Compared to SBH, more non-determinism is allowed butomputation is restrited to linear time. This lass is also known to be quite robust, sine it an alsobe de�ned via alternating Turing mahines or stak register mahines (see [2℄). Moreover, it has severaladditional haraterizations in logi, primitive reursion (via bounded minimum), formal languages, andarithmeti, the latter, namely the rudimentary prediates (see [19, 17, 33℄), being very easy to use. Inaddition, LTH also ontains many interesting problems, sine it ontains NLIN1.The study of variant mahine models is entral to the interest of theoretial omputer siene. Inthis ontext, we investigate several extensions of LTH. We �rst add the notion of linear time orale1This inlusion holds beause NLIN is expressible within the existential fragment of monadi seond-order logi withaddition (see [13℄), whereas LTH orresponds exatly to monadi seond-order logi with addition.1



non-erasing algorithms to the numerous de�nitions of LTH (for a review of models of relativization inspae-bounded omputation, see [6℄). Then we study analogues for the Linear Time Hierarhy of ertainonepts introdued for the Polynomial Time Hierarhy, namely ounting and majority. Counting isa ruial and natural operation in algorithmis and ounting lasses have been widely studied (see forinstane [31, 29, 30, 32℄). Moreover, relations (on numbers or graphs) that require ounting argumentsare among those that have the greatest omputational omplexity. For instane, Toda's theorem (PH �P (℄P ), see [29℄) expresses the fat that one single ounting orale is as least as strong as any number ofnested ordinary orales. The main interest of majority is that it leads to formulas that are more naturalthan formulas obtained by ounting. In order to ope with these two properties, we introdue a naturaland robust extension of LTH, denoted by ℄LTH, whih an be de�ned either via Turing mahines orarithmetis and via both ounting and majority.Setion 2 is devoted to the presentation of our model of omputation and to the preise de�nition ofLTH.The �rst extension of LTH we are interested in is disussed in Setion 3. In order to limit the amountof information provided by the orale in LTH algorithms, it is ommonly assumed that before the nextquery is asked, the previous one is erased (see for instane [33℄ and [15℄). In partiular, this impliesthat the sum of the length of the queries is linear and that the algorithm annot perform too many longqueries. We show that this assumption is superuous. In other words, with or without this restrition,the de�ned omplexity lass remains the same, that is, LTH. What this new model for LTH means isthat it is now possible for the mahine to re-use the previous query in writing the next one.The seond extension of LTH, denoted by ℄LTH, is presented in Setion 4. Its aim is to take intoaount the possibility of ounting in linear time algorithms. This lass onsists in a rather simple andnatural extension of LTH : lassial orales are replaed by orales that ount aepting omputations.We prove that this model is equivalent to the lass of ounting rudimentary sets R℄, previously studiedin [25, 9, 8℄. The model we propose is not the �rst time this subjet has been attempted. Varioustypes of ounting over LTH have been previously onsidered. For instane, [24, 23℄ deal with modularounting and group ounting over rudimentary relations. These results have been onsiderably extendedin a reent paper [7℄. Using stak register mahines, Clote shows that for all �nite unsolvable groups,the losure of LTH under group ounting orresponds to ALINTIME. Conerning ordinary ounting,it an be shown that R℄ � ALINTIME (see [3℄) but equality is an open problem. Finally, fewnessin ounting over rudimentary sets is onsidered in [25, 8℄. The omplexity approah we propose hereis based on lassial notions that have been extensively studied over the last few years and takes intoaount the full power of usual ounting over rudimentary relations.Finally, in Setion 5, we onsider majority instead of exat ounting. We �rst introdue a majorityoperation over arithmeti prediates that is satis�ed i� more than half of the possible values of a variablesatisfy a given prediate. We show thatR is extended by exatly the same amount as with exat ounting.Then, a new haraterization of ℄LTH in terms of probabilisti linear time orale omputation is derived.2 PreliminariesWe onsider orale multitape Turing mahines. For suh a mahineM, we adopt the following notationsand onventions. Let k � 2 be the number of (semi-in�nite) tapes of M : tape 1 is the read-only inputtape, and tape 2 is a distinguished orale tape. Let Q be the set of states of M. Five states in Q aredistinguished: q0 (initial state), qa (aepting state), qall (query, or orale, state), qyes and qno (answerstates). Let us denote by A = f1; 2; Bg the alphabet2, and by M the set of possible moves of the heads:m (motionless), r (right) and l (left). The transition table of M is denoted by Æ:Æ : Q�Ak �! P(Q� (A�M)k)(q; a1; a2; : : : ; ak) 7�! f: : : ; (q0; (a1; m1); (b2;m2); : : : ; (bk;mk)); : : :g:Note that Æ is non-deterministi here.At any step during a omputation on input x relative to the orale set A, the mahine M ats asfollows :2The dyadi notation (i.e. words over f1; 2g) provides a one-to-one and onto orrespondene between words and integers,and avoids problems with leading zeros. 2



� The urrent state of M is not its query state qall. Then, the next step in the omputation of Mdepends only on Æ.� The urrent state of M is qall. The next step is then determined by the orale set A and the word zwritten on the orale tape. We will use the following onvention :Æ(qall; a1; a2; : : : ; ak) = (qyes; (a1; m); (a2; m); : : : ; (ak; m)) if the word z written on tape 2 (the oraletape) belongs to A and, if not, Æ(qall; a1; a2; : : : ; ak) = (qno; (a1; m); (a2; m); : : : ; (ak; m)).Between two suessive orale alls, it is assumed that the orale tape is erased by the all itself.Finally, let l be the ardinality of the set Q [M [ A. In Setion 4, we use the l-ary expansion ofintegers (i.e. eah symbol of the Turing mahines above is enoded by a spei� l-ary digit).Keeping our omputation model in mind, let us now de�ne more preisely the lasses we are interestedin. We denote by LinT ime (resp. NLinT ime) the lass of dyadi languages aepted by a deterministi(resp. non-deterministi) multi-tape Turing mahine in linear time. If C1 and C2 are two omplexitylasses, we denote by C1(C2) the lass of languages aepted by some Turing mahine in C1, with anorale set in C2.De�nition 2.1 Let LTH (the Linear Time Hierarhy) be the union of the following lasses �lini fori � 0. �lin0 = LinT ime, and for all i > 0, �lini = NLinT ime(�lini�1).Note that it is known that LogSpae � LTH � LinSpae (see [22, 20℄ and [15℄ pp. 285-287 for anie proof of LogSpae � LTH). Let us now present the lose onnetion between LTH and boundedarithmetial relations.De�nition 2.2 We denote by R (for Rudimentary relations) the smallest lass of relations over integersontaining the graphs of addition and multipliation (seen as ternary relations) and losed under Booleanoperations (:, ^, _), expliit transformations (i.e. adding, anelling, renaming, permuting and onfusingvariables, see a preise de�nition in [27℄), and variable bounded quanti�ations (i.e. 8x < y : : : meaning8x ( x < y ! : : : ) and 9x < y : : : meaning 9x ( x < y ^ : : : )).Rudimentary relations (or bounded arithmetial relations) were �rst introdued by Smullyan in [27℄.The following result was proved by Wrathall. Note that the enoding of k-ary relations into languagesand onversely (in a rudimentary or linear time way) is lassial, suh that it does not matter if LTH isa lass of languages over some alphabet whereas R is a lass of relations over integers.Theorem 2.3 ([33℄) LTH = RThe intrinsi robustness of the lass R of rudimentary relations is emphasized by the many variantsthat an be used in its de�nition. For instane, in [16℄, Harrow proves that polynomially boundedquanti�ations (suh as 8x < y2) an be made use of instead of variable bounded quanti�ations. Italso appears that R is a quite large lass sine most natural relations over integers are rudimentary. Forinstane, Bennett shows in [4℄ that the ternary relation x = yz is rudimentary. Using suh powerful tools,it is not diÆult to verify that the following two relations (widely used in Setion 4) are rudimentary :y = Digit(l; x; i) (y is the digit of rank i of the l-ary expansion of x) and y = Length(l; x) (y is thelength of the l-ary expansion of x).3 Non-erasing Orale ComputationAs far as time-bounded orale mahines are onerned, it is widely assumed that before the next queryis asked, the previous one is erased (see a omprehensive survey on this subjet in [6℄). Here, we giveup this assumption and introdue an alternative de�nition of linear time orale omputation. In suh amodel, the following algorithm beomes valid : write a letter, ask whether it belongs to the orale, adda letter, ask whether the resulting word belongs to the orale, and so on. Let us illustrate this strategyof orale alls.Consider the following relation : z = ℄fy < x j y = 2n + 1 and Prime(y)g, i.e. \z is the numberof primes of the form 2n + 1 that are smaller than x". This ounting relation is rudimentary, beausez � log2(x) and fy j y = 2n + 1 and Prime(y)g is rudimentary. (Indeed, a result proved by Paris3



and Wilkie (see [25℄) states that R is losed under polylog ounting.) Hene, there is an algorithm inLTH whih aepts it, although we annot immediately produe suh an algorithm. Sine the dyadirepresentation of integers y � 5 of the form 2n + 1 is 1 : : : 121, there is a linear time non-erasing oralealgorithm omputing z. The suessive queries are 2; 11; 21; 121; 1121; 11121; : : : (at eah step, only thelast two digits 21 are modi�ed into 121) and, on a partiular tape, a value, starting from 0, is inrementedby one after every positive answer to a query. After all queries have been asked, that value is omparedwith z. Note that, here, the sum of the length of the queries is quadrati in the length of x, whereas thenumber of modi�ations to the orale tape is linear, and thus the proess runs in linear time.Another advantage of this new haraterization of LTH is to permit loal hanges on query wordsproviding also the possibility of asking many long queries. On the other hand, any algorithm based onalling the orale on every integer smaller than the entry remains forbidden.De�nition 3.1 Let us denote by LTHnon�eras the lass of languages obtained in the same way as LTH,exept that one does not assume that before the next query is asked, the previous one is erased.In this setion it is established that this model and the original one are equally powerful.Proposition 3.2 LTHnon�eras = LTHProof: We present below the basi step of the proof : how to replae a non-erasing orale linearalgorithm by a \deeper" erasing orale linear algorithm. The proof is then ompleted by indution. LetM be a linear time non-deterministi non-erasing orale Turing mahine and let A be its orale set. Weprovide a linear time non-deterministi (erasing) orale mahine M0 that aepts the same language asM. For onveniene, we will suppose that M0 has one additional tape (ompared to M), alled tape 0.The main idea is to guess on tape 0 a linear-length word W ontaining the information about the oralealls in M :- what is written at eah step on the orale tape (tape 2),- what moves are performed by head 2,- when the orale is asked a query,- what are its answers.Then, the set of words aepted by another non-deterministi linear time erasing mahine A0 is used(one) as an orale to verify that the answers we guessed orrespond to the queries we guessed.Let w be the input of M. The word W that is guessed is of the form : W = 0�0℄ : : : ℄m�m withi 2 (M �f1; 2g)� and �i 2 fyes; nog. Let us denote by wi the word obtained by performing the ations0; : : : ; i on an empty tape. Eah wi orresponds to the ith query of M, and �i orresponds to theorale's answer. Sine M works in linear time, the length of W is linear in the length of w.Let us �rst desribe A0 :Input : W (as above)Find m from WGuess i � m and onstrut wi from W.Query orale A about wiAept iff �i is not the answer of A on wiIn other words, A0 refuses W if and only if for every i � m, the answer given by A on input wi is �i.Beause one single query is asked, the linear time algorithm A0 is an erasing one. Again, reall that thesum of the length of the wi an be more than linear in the length of w (thus also in that of W ). HeneA0 is not allowed to verify in turn, for i = 0 to m, that �i is the answer of A on input wi. Instead, thestrategy of A0 onsists in making eah test on a separate branh of its omputation tree. From now on,let us onsider the set of words aepted by A0 as an orale set, still denoted by A0.We are interested in the ase when w0; : : : ; wm are preisely the suessive words written on the oraletape before eah orale all during a omputation of M on input w relative to A. This property has tobe heked byM0. We an now give the algorithm for M0.Input : w 2 f1; 2g�Guess on tape 0 a word W = 0�0℄ : : : ℄m�m as aboveGo to the leftmost ell on tape 0 4



Query the orale A0 about WIf the orale's answer is ``yes'', then rejet wElse- Work as M and always go to the right on tape 0.- At eah step of M, verify that the move performed by M on tape2 is the same as the move read on tape 0 and that the letterwritten by M on tape 2 is the same as the letter read on tape0.- If M reahes qall, then verify that some sequene �i℄ is writtenon tape 0 and at as M aording to the answer �i (move the headof tape 0 to the right of the orresponding ℄ symbol).Aept w iff M aeptsM0 is a nondeterministi linear time erasing orale algorithm (again one single query is asked). The\else" part of M0 deterministially ontrols that the suessive wi are preisely the suessive wordswritten on the orale tape before eah orale all during a omputation of M on input w relative to Aand simulates M on w learning from A0 the answers given by the orale A. We omplete the proof bynoting that the languages aepted by M and M0 are the same. 2Altogether, we replae M and its orale set A by M0 and its orale set A0 whih in turn uses A asorale. Hene for eah non-erasing orale level we substitute two nested erasing orale levels. Then, byindution, we have �lini � �non�erasi � �lin2i . It seems unlikely that �lini = �non�erasi , but the inlusion�non�erasi � �lini+k might hold for some �xed k.4 The Counting Linear Time HierarhyIn this setion, an extended version of the Linear Time Hierarhy is proposed in order to take ountinginto aount.De�nition 4.1 Let R(x1; : : : ; xp) be a relation over integers. A relation ℄R(y; x1; : : : ; xp) is said to beobtained from R by a ounting operation when for some i 2 f1; : : : ; pg : ℄R(y; x1; : : : ; xp) holds i� y isthe number of x < xi suh that R(x1; : : : ; xi�1; x; xi+1; : : : ; xp) holds. In other words, ℄R(y; x1; : : : ; xp)i� y = ℄fx < xi : R(x1; : : : ; xi�1; x; xi+1; : : : ; xp)g.As the variables an be permuted, we always ount relatively to the �rst variable x1.De�nition 4.2 Let R℄ denote the smallest lass of relations over integers ontaining the graphs of addi-tion and multipliation and losed under Boolean operations, expliit transformations, variable boundedquanti�ations and ounting operations.In what follows, we use the fat that R℄ is losed under polynomial substitution (i.e. a polynomialan be substituted for any variable, see [9℄). R℄ is more than a simple losure of R under ounting : forexample alternation between ounting and quanti�ations is allowed. We thus obtain a wide variety ofprediates, suh as the set of prime numbers of odd index (3; 7; 13; : : : ).The model of omputation (alled ℄LTH) we propose for apturing R℄ naturally extends LTH (asR℄ naturally extends R). The idea is to use orales that ount aepting omputations (for a de�nitionof ounting lasses, suh as ℄P , see [31℄).Let us denote by ℄LinT ime the following lass of funtions : f 2 ℄LinT ime i� there exists a non-deterministi linear time Turing mahineM suh that on all input x1; : : : ; xp, f(x1; : : : ; xp) is the numberof aepting omputations of M on x1; : : : ; xp. Then, the de�ntion of ℄LTH is indutive and followsthat of LTH. We set : �℄lin0 = LinT ime; �℄lini+1 = ℄LinT ime(�℄lini );℄LTH = [i�0�℄lini :5



A funtion f 2 �℄lini+1 is de�ned via a non-deterministi orale linear time Turing mahine Mf withtwo orale tapes (namely tapes 2 and 3). Their query mehanism is as follows : a sequene of integersx1; : : : ; xp is written on tape 2 and a single integer y on tape 3. The orale answer is \yes" i� y =g(x1; : : : ; xp) where the orale funtion g 2 �℄lini .We now prove the main result of this setion.Theorem 4.3 ℄LTH = R℄Note that ℄LTH is a lass of funtions whereas R℄ is a lass of relations. Thus we show on the onehand that the harateristi funtions of the relations in R℄ are in ℄LTH, and on the other hand that thegraphs of the funtions in ℄LTH are in R℄. Remember that the harateristi funtion fR of a relationR(x1; : : : ; xp) is de�ned as follows : for all input (x1; : : : ; xp), fR(x1; : : : ; xp) = 0 if(x1; : : : ; xp) 62 R, andfR(x1; : : : ; xp) = 1 otherwise.Now, let us turn to the proof of Theorem 4.3. The right-to-left inlusion is divided into the twofollowing lemmas.Lemma 4.4 R � ℄LTHProof: We prove indutively that if R(x1; : : : ; xp) 2 �lini , then fR 2 �℄lin2i .The basi ase i = 0 omes from the very de�nition of �℄lin0 .Now, let R(x1; : : : ; xp) 2 �lini+1 = NLinT ime(�lini ), and let M aepting R(x1; : : : ; xp), with anorale relation S(y1; : : : ; yq) 2 �lini . The indution hypothesis says that fS 2 �℄lin2i . Let us modify thealgorithm M as follows : replae eah instrution \query S(y1; : : : ; yq)" by \query fS(y1; : : : ; yq) = 1".The obtained algorithm (say M0) is a nondeterministi linear time Turing mahine with an orale in�℄lin2i , hene it de�nes a funtion g 2 �℄lin2i+1. Moreover, M0 aepts R as well. Now, let us onsider thefollowing algorithm :Input : x1; : : : ; xpGuess y > 0Query the orale g if y = g(x1; : : : ; xp)If the orale's answer is ``yes'', then aept x1; : : : ; xpElse rejet x1; : : : ; xpThis algorithm has at most one aepting omputation and it aepts x1; : : : ; xp i� x1; : : : ; xp isaepted by M0 i.e. R(x1; : : : ; xp) holds. Hene, it preisely de�nes fL. Moreover this algorithm is in�℄lin2(i+1) sine g 2 �℄lin2i+1. 2Lemma 4.5 ℄LTH is losed under boolean operations, expliit transformation, variable bounded quan-ti�ation and ounting.Proof: Only the losure under ounting is proved here. Closure under variable bounded quanti�ationan be dedued from losure under ounting beause prediates of the form 8x1 < x2 R(x1; : : : ; xp) arenothing but x2 = ℄fx1 < x2 j R(x1; : : : ; xp)g. The other losure properties are routine matters.Let R(x1; : : : ; xp) be a relation suh that fR 2 ℄LTH, i.e. fR 2 �℄lini for some i. We have toshow that the harateristi funtion f℄R of the relation ℄R(y; x1; : : : ; xp) de�ned by ℄R(y; x1; : : : ; xp) i�y = ℄fx < x1=R(x; : : : ; xp)g is also in ℄LTH. We prove that f℄R 2 �℄lini+2 .Let M be a mahine in �℄lini whih orresponds to fR. We onstrut the two following mahines Nand M0 :N �Input : x1; : : : ; xpGuess an integer x < x1.Query whether fR(x; x2; : : : ; xp) = 1.Aept iff orale answers ``yes''.M0 �Input : y; x1; : : : ; xp 6



Write x1; : : : ; xp and y on orale tapes and ask whether y is the number of aepting omputationsof N on x1; : : : ; xpAept iff orale answers ``yes''Let us examineN andM0. First, note that the number of aepting omputations ofN is preisely thenumber of x < x1 for whih R(x; x2; : : : ; xp) holds. Now, M0 is deteministi and aepts (y; x1; : : : ; xp)i� ℄R(y; x1; : : : ; xp) holds, so that it de�nes f℄R. 2By de�nition R℄ is the smallest lass of relations losed under boolean operations, expliit transfor-mations, variable bounded quanti�ation and ounting. So, R℄ � ℄LTH.All that remains is to prove the onverse inlusion.Lemma 4.6 NLinT ime � R � R℄The proof given here mainly follows that of [15℄. It is given in detail in view of Lemma 4.7.Proof: Let L be a language over the alphabet f1; 2g aepted by the non-deterministi linear timemahine M, as de�ned in Setion 2. Espeially, let k be the number of tapes of M and l be the totalnumber of symbols of M, i.e. the ardinality of the set Q [M [ A. Let w 2 f1; 2g� be some word, andlet x be the number with dyadi representation w (we denote by jxj2 the length of w). It is shown herethat w 2 L i� x satis�es some rudimentary relation of the form 9y < x�M(CodeM(y) ^ InitM(x; y) ^PropagM(x; y) ^AeptM(x; y)).In the formula above, the integer y odes an aepting omputation of the mahine M on the inputw as follows : the l-ary expansion of y odes a sequene of (3k + 1)-tuples (one for eah omputationstep). Sine M works in linear time, the length of y is linear in that of x. The (3k + 1)-tuple of rankt is of the form : (qt; (at1; bt1;mt1); (at2; bt2;mt2); : : : ; (atk; btk;mtk)) where qt is the state at time t, ati thesymbol read by the ith head, bti the symbol written by the ith head, and mti the move of the headafter writing. Hene, if �M � jwj is the omputation time of the mahine M on the input w, we haveLength(l; y) = �M � (3k + 1)� jxj2.Sine we annot enode the spae-time diagram into a linear-length integer, the ode y of the om-putation is only partial, and we use arithmeti to omplete the missing part. More preisely, we need toompute the ontent of the ell visited by a given head at a given time.We an aess the information onerning the omputation of M enoded in y via the rudimentaryprediate Digit(l; y; d), beause for all 0 � t < �Mjxj2, and for all 1 � h � k we have :Digit(l; y; (3k + 1)t+ 3h) = mth; Digit(l; y; (3k + 1)t+ 3h� 2) = ath;Digit(l; y; (3k + 1)t+ 3h� 1) = bth; Digit(l; y; (3k + 1)t) = qt:In other words, in the l-ary representation of y, the 3k + 1 digits of rank 0 to 3k orrespond to time0, that of rank 3k + 1 to 6k + 1 to time 1, ..., that of rank (3k + 1)t to (3k + 1)t+ 3k to time t, ...For a given tape h (1 � h � k), in order to ompute the position of the head at time t, we have todetermine the di�erene between the number of r and the number of l in the sequene m0h; : : : ;mth. Thisis done by the following funtion, de�ned by indution, for all 1 � h � k :Pos(y; h; 0) = 0;Pos(y; h; t+ 1) = 8>><>>: Pos(y; h; t) if mth = mPos(y; h; t) + 1 if mth = rPos(y; h; t)� 1 if mth = l and Pos(y; h; t) > 0Pos(y; h; t) if mth = l and Pos(y; h; t) = 0:The graph of this funtion is in LogSpae so it is rudimentary. Moreover, the funtion Pos omputesas expeted the position of the head h at time t.Now we an de�ne the relation LastTime(y; h; t; t0) (t0 < t is the last time when the head h was inthe same position as at time t) as follows :t0 < t ^ Pos(y; h; t) = Pos(y; h; t0) ^ 8t00 < t(t0 < t"! :Pos(y; h; t") = Pos(y; h; t)):The letter read at time t on tape h > 1 is the letter written on tape h during the previous visit ofthe same ell. If the ell visited at time t had never been visited before then one reads B. Conerningthe read-only input tape, the letter read at time t is always the symbol that was originally written in7



the ell of index Pos(y; 1; t). Hene we an de�ne the fundamental relation ReadLet(x; y; h; t; a) : theletter read at time t on tape h is a.For h = 1, ReadLet(x; y; 1; t; a) i�8p < y(p = Pos(y; 1; t)! ((p � jxj2) ^ a = Digit(2; x; p)) _ (p > jxj2 ^ a = B)));and for h > 1, ReadLet(x; y; h; t; a) i�(8t0 < t:LastTime(y; h; t; t0) ^ a = B) _ 9t0 < t(LastTime(y; h; t; t0) ^ a = bt0h ):We are now ready to omplete the proof. We de�ne as expeted the relation CodeM(y) stating that yodes a omputation of the mahineM and the three relations enoding the omputation : InitM(x; y),AeptM(x; y) and PropagM(x; y). We have :CodeM(y) � 8t < �Mjxj2 (qt+1; bt1; : : : ; btk;mt1; : : : ;mtk) 2 Æ(qt; at1; : : : ; atk) (it is a �nite list of possiblevalues),InitM(x; y) � q0 = q0 ^ a01 = Digit(2; x; 0) ^Vkh=2 a0h = B (initial on�guration),AeptM(x; y) � 8t < y (t = �Mjxj2 ! qt = qa) (aeptane),PropagM(x; y) � 8t < �Mjxj2 k̂h=1 ath = ReadLet(x; y; h; t) (propagation).Finally, in view of Lemma 4.7, note that the orrespondene between the aepting omputations ofM on the entry x and the integers y < x�M satisfying CodeM(y) ^ InitM(x; y) ^ PropagM(x; y) ^AeptM(x; y) is one-to-one and onto. 2Lemma 4.7 ℄LTH � R℄Proof: By indution. Let f 2 �℄lini be de�ned by some mahineM. It is shown, for every i, that thereexists a prediate R(x; y) 2 R℄ s.t. the number z of aepting omputations of M on input wx is equalto the number of y < x�M satisfying R(x; y). In other words, z = f(x) i� z = ℄fy < x�M : R(x; y)g.For i = 0, f is the harateristi funtion of a language in LinT ime. Let us go bak to the proof ofLemma 4.6. Sine M is deterministi, the ondition above is ful�lled.Now, assume the property is true for i. Let f 2 �℄lini+1 orresponding to some non-deterministi lineartime mahine M with an orale funtion g 2 �℄lini . By the indution hypothesis, the binary relationy = g(x) is in R℄. Let us go bak again to the proof of Lemma 4.6.A relation Written(x; y; t; h; u) telling us that the dyadi representation of u is written on tape hat time t has to be de�ned (it will be used only for h = 2; 3). The maximal length p of the word writtenon tape h at time t is obtained using the relation MaxPos(x; y; h; t; p) de�ning the maximal positionreahed on tape h by the head before time t. Hene we have MaxPos(x; y; h; t; p) i�9t0 < t Pos(x; y; h; t0; p) ^ 8t00 < t8q < y [Pos(x; y; h; t00; q)! q � p℄:And for all 0 � q � p, we need the relation LastPos(x; y; h; q; t; t0) de�ning the last time t0 < t whenthe head of tape h was in position q. Hene we have LastPos(x; y; h; q; t; t0) i�t0 < t ^ Pos(x; y; h; t0; q) ^ 8t00 < t (t00 > t0 ! :Pos(x; y; h; t00; q)):Finally, the relation Written(x; y; h; t; u) an be de�ned (if h 6= 1) by the following formula :9p < y [MaxPos(x; y; h; t; p) ^ juj2 � p^8q � p 9t0 < t (LastPos(x; y; h; q; t; t0) ^Digit(2; u; q) = bt0h )℄:Now, let us deal with the orale alls as follows :� The relations InitM(x; y), AeptM(x; y) and PropagM(x; y) remain unhanged.� The relation CodeM(y) is replaed by the following relation NewodeM(x; y) :8t < �Mjxj2 (:qt = qall ! (qt+1; bt1; : : : ; btk;mt1; : : : ;mtk) 2 Æ(qt; at1; : : : ; atk)�^�qt = qall ! 8u < y8v < y (Written(x; y; 2; t; u) ^Written(x; y; 3; t; v) �!(v = g(u)! qt+1 = qyes ^Vkh=1mth = m ^Vkh=1 bth = ath)^(:v = g(u)! qt+1 = qno ^Vkh=1mth = m ^Vkh=1 bth = ath))):8



2Note that, onsidering ordinary orales instead of ounting orales, this proof an also be seen as anarithmetial proof of Proposition 3.2, sine it works equally well for erasing mahines and for non-erasingmahines.5 On Majority OperationsIt is well known that majority and exat ounting often have the same expressive power (for instaneP (PP ) = P (℄P ), see [1℄). The aim of this setion is to ompare the expressive powers of these two notionswithin the framework of linear time algorithms. We �rst onsider the ase of bounded arithmetis.De�nition 5.1 Let R(x1; : : : ; xp) be a rudimentary relation. A relation R0(x1; : : : ; xp) is said to beobtained from R by a majority operation when for some i 2 f1; : : : ; pg : R0(x1; : : : ; xp) holds i� there aremore than 12xi integers x suh that x < xi and R(x1; : : : ; xi�1; x; xi+1; : : : ; xp) holds. In what follows,we will denote by MajxiR(x1; : : : ; xp) suh a prediate R0(x1; : : : ; xp).Note that it is possible to onsider this majority operation as a generalized quanti�er. The formulasthus obtained are easier to handle and to design than those using exat ounting. In partiular, a prenexnormal form exists, using three types of quanti�ers (9; 8;Maj).De�nition 5.2 Let RMaj denote the smallest lass of relations over integers ontaining the graphsof addition and multipliation and losed under Boolean operations, expliit transformations, variablebounded quanti�ations and majority operations.Note that, by de�nition, we have R � RMaj . We show that, for rudimentary prediates, knowing ifmore than half of the possible values of a variable x satis�es a given prediate R is exatly as powerfulas knowing the exat number of values of x for whih R holds.Proposition 5.3 R℄ = RMajProof: The right to left inlusion is straightforward. For the onverse one, we only have to show thatRMaj is losed under ounting, i.e. that ounting operations an be replaed by majority operations.Let y and m be two integers with y < 2m (i.e. m � Length(y; 2)) and let y = �m�12m�1 +�m�22m�2 + � � �+ �020 be the binary expansion of y (i.e. �i = Digit(2; y; i) for all i < m).For every y;m � Length(y; 2) and i < m, the following funtion f (whose graph is rudimentary) isde�ned : f(y;m; i) = (1� �m�1)2m�1 + � � �+ (1� �i+1)2i+1 + 2i. Thus, denoting 1� � by �, we have :f(y;m; 0) = �m�12m�1 + � � �+ �121 + 20,f(y;m; 1) = �m�12m�1 + � � �+ �222 + 21,: : : ,f(y;m;m� 2) = �m�12m�1 + 2m�2,and f(y;m;m� 1) = 2m�1.Thus 1 � f(y;m; i) < 2m, for all i < m. We next use the funtion f to determine y bit by bit. Indeed,for all i < m, we have �i = 1i� y � (�m�12m�1 + � � �+ �i+12i+1) � 2ii� y � �m�12m�1 + � � �+ �i+12i+1 + 2ii� y + f(y;m; i) � 2m�1 + � � �+ 2i+1 + 2i + 2i = 2m.Finally, note that the majority prediate Majx1R(x1; x2; : : : ; xp) with x1 = 2m+1 � 1 is true i� thenumber of integers x < x1 satisfying R(x; x2; : : : ; xp) is � 2m.Using the two previous remarks, we replae the ounting operation y = ℄fx < x1 j R(x; x2; : : : ; xp)gby the following majority formula :9m � x19z � 4x1 f m = Length(x1; 2) ^ z = 2m+1 � 1^8i � m� 1Majz[(z < x1 ^R(z; x2; : : : ; xp)) _ (2m � z < 2m + f(y;m; i))℄$ Digit(2; y; i) = 1 g:9



Note that a linearly bounded quanti�ation is used (namely 9z � 4x1, this is beause z = 2m+1 � 1and 2m�1 � x1). This is not allowed by the very de�nition of RMaj . To overome this problem it suÆesto �rst arefully separate eah ounting operation into four smaller ones. E.g. if x14 is an integer, writey = y0 + y1 + y2 + y3 with yi = ℄fj < x14 j R(j + ix14 ; x2; : : : ; xp)g � x14 for i = 0 : : : 3, and substitutex14 for x1 in the four orresponding majority formulas. The other ases are similarly dealt with. 2For Turing mahines, probabilisti aeptane an model majority. Hene, the link between ountingand majority in bounded arithmetis naturally indues a haraterization of ℄LTH in terms of proba-bilisti orale omputations.Remember that PP (Probabilisti P ) is the lass of language reognized by polynomial time non-deterministi mahines that aept x if and only if more than half of the omputation paths aeptx. Computation trees of suh mahines are required to be omplete binary trees. Let us denote byPLinT ime the lass obtained by restriting PP to languages reognized in linear time and by PLTHthe lass obtained similarly to ℄LTH by taking the union of the following lasses �Plini :�Plino = LinT ime; �Plini+1 = PLinT ime(�Plini ):The lass PLTH is the linear equivalent to Toran's ounting lass (see [30℄).Theorem 5.4 RMaj = R℄ = ℄LTH = PLTHProof: It remains to prove the last equality. The inlusions PLTH � R℄ and RMaj � PLTH followfrom minor modi�ations of the proof of Theorem 4.3. 26 ConlusionLet us list some open problems about LTH and ℄LTH. Of ourse, the basi question is whether LTHis equal to ℄LTH, and this is a question that might be very diÆult to solve. Sine quanti�ations arepartiular ases of ounting, it would be interesting to know how many alternations of quanti�ationsan be replaed by one single ounting. In the same ontext, the question ould be raised as to whetheran analogue to Toda's theorem (PH � P (℄P ), see [29℄) holds for the Linear Time Hierarhy i.e. ifLTH � LinT ime(℄LinT ime).Also, we know that NLIN � LTH and more preisely that NLIN � �lin2 . Hene a natural questionholds : is there a type of rudimentary formula orresponding to NLIN ?Another question is the existene of a normal form for algorithms in ℄LTH similar to the logialnormal form for algorithms in LTH (see for instane [15℄).Now, for variant mahine models, it would be interesting to provide a haraterization of ℄LTH interms of alternating Turing mahines or stak register mahines, thus making the relationship with theresults presented in [7℄ more preise. Still within the framework of alternative de�nitions, it would beinteresting to �nd a logial haraterization of ℄LTH, or more likely of PLTH.Referenes[1℄ D. Angluin, On ounting problems and the polynomial-time hierarhy, Theoretial ComputerSiene, 12, 1980, pp. 161-173.[2℄ A. Bel'tyukov, A omputer desription and a hierarhy of initial Grzegorzyk lasses, J. Sov.Math., 20, 1982, pp. 2280-2289. Translation from Zap. Nauk. Sem. Lening. Otd. Mat. Inst.,V.A. Steklova AN SSSR, 88, 1979, pp. 30-46.[3℄ A. Bel'tyukov, One-way one-dimensional ellular automata and small subreursive lasses,Communiation JAF'15, Mons, Belgium, 1997, pp. 21-27.[4℄ J.H. Bennett, On Spetra, Dotoral Dissertation, Prineton University, Prineton, N.J., 1962.[5℄ S. A. Bloh, J. F. Buss, J. Goldsmith, Sharply Bounded Alternation and Quasilinear Time,Theory of Computing Systems, 31(2), 1998, pp.187-214.[6℄ J. F. Buss, Relativized Alternation and Spae-Bounded Computation, J. of Comput. and Syst.Si. 36, 1998, pp. 351-378. 10
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